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Intelligent Interface

Intelligent printing for modern Cloud retail, logistics and hospitality printing

Cloud ready for hospitality,
retail and logistics!
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Interface for Star TSP654II, TSP743II, TSP847II & SP700
Introducing Star’s NEW HI X Interface with CloudPRNT
and Star’s free-of-charge Digital Receipting Service on board
Star’s new HI X Interface (IFBD-HI01X / HI02X) is now available with
Cloud connectivity at every level including Star’s new CloudPRNT
technology allowing remote printing direct from your web server to
any printers anywhere in the world. Star’s traditional POS printer
300mm/second TSP654II receipt printer, SP700 matrix kitchen printer
or the 80 /112mm label, ticket and receipt printers TSP743II, TSP847II
can be bought with, or upgraded, to take the new low cost HI X
(IFBD-HI01X / HI02X for SP700) Interface option which is…
䡲

WiFi Ready using a compatible, locally sourced USB WiFi dongle
matching the customer’s preference and budget. Approved dongles
can be found at www.star-emea.com/products/hixconnect

Dual Interface USB / LAN
䡲 CloudPRNT internet connection through WiFi, LAN with remote
䡲

ALL AVAILABLE USING…
䡲 Star’s 300mm/second, Superfast printer
or upgrade your TSP654II with traditional interface when you
are ready to go to the Cloud.
No need to replace the printer – just replace the interface
at half the cost (available NOW)
䡲

Star’s Receipt, Label and Ticket printers
TSP743II or TSP847II (using up to 0.15mm thick media) can
all use the new exciting HI X Interface on 80 /112mm wide
tickets and labels

䡲

Star’s Kitchen printer
SP700 Matrix (available end 2016)

Be Future-Proofed with Star’s printers – with or without the
HI X Interface and be RETAIL CLOUD READY!!

document printing from your web server. Perfect for restaurant
aggregation, warehousing etc.
䡲 Star’s previous WebPRNT LAN platform independent
HTML / JavaScript printing from the Web included free-ofcharge (previous HE07/8 versions needed a licence)
䡲

Peripheral Ready no PC required peripheral use including
scanners with 2 USB host ports
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